raft

The Raft Posture Seat and Posture Seat Plus

With Pillar and Port

Technology

The Raft Posture Seat and Posture Seat Plus bases are designed using innovative ports
and pillars technology. The design promotes continuous air flow and creates a seating
base that is breathable, giving cool comfort. The pillars distribute weight and reduce
pressure on the spine that otherwise can lead to back pain. The pillars also contribute
towards maintaining good posture, helping to eliminate the poor posture and associated
pain that can result from long hours in front of a computer or behind a wheel.

Airflow
Airflow helps to keep the skin cool and lets it breathe. Heat and perspin:rtion
are dispersed to give cool comfort and help protect skin. Hot, sticky seats
can be a thing of the past.

Weight Distribution
The Posture Seats have 49 pillars. Each pillar yields but does not
collapse so that weight is more evenly distributed across the seating
surface. The base of the spine and pare comfortably accommodated
by immersion pillars that contour and cradle, spreading the load and
relieving pressure on the hips and tail bone.

Good Posture: Reduced Back Pain
The immersion pillars under the base of the spine within the Posture
Seats allow the spine to settle in a natural position, while the immersion
pillars under the buttocks allow the pelvis to tilt forward. The result is
a well-balanced spine with natural curves and relaxed muscles, and a
reduction in hip and back pain arising as a result of poor posture.

Increased Airflow
Promotes airflow and keeps the seat cooler

Washable and Heat Resistant
The Posture Seats have a non-porous surface which makes it waterproof.
It can be washed in a washing machine- or even a dishwasher! It can
withstand water temperotures up to 80 degrees Celsius.

Weight Redistribution
Peak pressures reduced by 70 %
Posture
Dynamic contouring improves posture

and alignment

Waterproof

Posture Seat and Posture Seat Plus
Code

Size (in)

Size (cm)

Posture Seat

004016

1Sx1Sx1.S

38x38x3.8

Posture Seat Plus

004023

18x16x1.S

46x41 x3.8

Dishwasher safe: Closed-cell EVA is heat

resistant and waterproof

